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1) The picture at the right represents an
observation of an object mo ving at v =fic .

Which of the following píctures best
represents the actual shape ofthe object (in its
own frame).
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2) An unstable particle has an averàge lifetime of 10-8 seconds in
its rest frame. A beam of these particles is produced with speed
4/5c. How far on average do the particles travel before decaying?
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5) The 98 B-Line bus travels down Granville Street at speed 4/5c.
At 7:00pm, streetlights on Granville Street all turn on
simultaneously (in the frame of the street). In the reference frame
ofthe bus, the streetlights ahead ofthe bus tum on

A) At the same time as the streetlights behind the bus
B) After the streetlights behind the bus

(elÞefore the streetlights behind the bus

6) A flying ant traveling at v=3/5c passes a meter stick. How much
time elapses on the ant's clock between the time it passes the front
of the stick and the time it passes the back of the stick?

A) 1m/c
B) 513 mlc
C) 25112 mlc

@>+ß mlc
E) 415 rnlc
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7) þ a certain frame of reference, two firecrackers explode at times
10-8 seconds apaït atlocations separated by 4 meters. Which of the
following is true: ^+_L4c - j lh AX. J n't

lalFit.t. is a frame of reference in which both firecrackers
ì-xplode at the same time.
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B) There is a frame of reference in which both firecrackers explode
at the same location.
C) Both A and B are true.
D) Neither A nor B are true.
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According to an observer in
the frame using the x' and t'
coordinates, event t happens:

A) Earlier than event 2
B) At the same time as event 2

@-ater than event 2
D) None of the above: the concepts of earlier and later do not
apply when we consider velocities comparable to the speed of light

4) A signal on the ground sends pulses
of light directly upwards. If one of these
pulses is observed by a plane traveling
at 0.5c parallel to the ground, what
speed do the observers in the plane
measure for the pulse?
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8) What is the velocity of ball 1 in the reference frame ofball2? 
i
I

A) - 0.5c Î
B) - 0.3c Â

Cl 03c i
,:-J-.(P) 0.5c î
E) None of the above
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9) A ruier with proper length of 6m travels at v:3 I 5 c in the
direction along its length. If the clock aTthebackend of the ruler is
observed to read time 0, what is the clock at the front end of the
ruler observed to read at the same instant? Assume that the two
clocks are synchronizedinthe frame of the ruler. ( 3 p.;n*s)
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10) A spaceship passes the Earlh traveling at speed 4/5c towards
planet Elvis, 4 light years away. L. 4 /y {:
a) In the Earth's frame of reference, planet Elvis suddenly tums
blue when the ship is halfway there. In the ship's frame of
reference, how far away is the ship from planet Elvis when the
planet tums blue? Assume thatplanet Elvis is stationary in the
frame of the Earth. ( 3 P':^ls )
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b) How much do the people on board the ship age between the
time planet Elvis tums..blue (in their frame) and the time they reach
the planet? (l p"ì^+)
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